The reaction between O͑ 1 D͒ and C 6 H 6 ͑or C 6 D 6 ͒ was investigated with crossed-molecular-beam reactive scattering and time-resolved Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy. From the crossed-molecular-beam experiments, four product channels were identified. The major channel is the formation of three fragments CO+ C 5 H 5 + H; the channels for formation of C 5 H 6 + CO and C 6 H 5 O + H from O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 and OD+ C 6 D 5 from O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 are minor. The angular distributions for the formation of CO and H indicate a mechanism involving a long-lived collision complex. Rotationally resolved infrared emission spectra of CO ͑1 Յ Յ 6͒ and OH ͑1 Յ Յ 3͒ were recorded with a step-scan Fourier-transform spectrometer. At the earliest applicable period ͑0-5 s͒, CO shows a rotational distribution corresponding to a temperature of ϳ1480 K for = 1 and 920-700 K for =2-6, indicating possible involvement of two reaction channels; the vibrational distribution of CO corresponds to a temperature of ϳ5800 K. OH shows a rotational distribution corresponding to a temperature of ϳ650 K for =1-3 and a vibrational temperature of ϳ4830 K. The branching ratio of ͓CO͔ / ͓OH͔ = 2.1Ϯ 0.4 for O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 and ͓CO͔ / ͓OD͔ Ͼ 2.9 for O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 is consistent with the expectation for an abstraction reaction. The mechanism of the reaction may be understood from considering the energetics of the intermediate species and transition states calculated at the G2M͑CC5͒ level of theory for the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction. The experimentally observed branching ratios and deuterium isotope effect are consistent with those predicted from calculations.
Dynamics of reactions O"
1 D… + C 6 H 6 and C 6 D 6
I. INTRODUCTION
The reactions of singlet oxygen atoms O͑ 1 D͒ are important in atmospheric chemistry because O͑ 1 D͒ is highly reactive toward small molecules in the atmosphere. Reactions of O͑ 1 D͒ with hydrogen, [1] [2] [3] water, 4-8 methane, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and higher saturated hydrocarbons [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] have been extensively investigated. Previous experiments on the dynamics of formation of OH from reactions of O͑ 1 D͒ with saturated hydrocarbons indicated two possible paths: insertion of O͑ 1 D͒ and direct abstraction of H. 16, [24] [25] [26] Several theoretical investigations [16] [17] [18] [19] [27] [28] [29] [30] on the reaction mechanisms of O͑ 1 D͒ +CH 4 , C 2 H 6 , and c-C 3 H 6 supported the reported experimental observations.
In contrast, reactions between O͑ 1 D͒ and unsaturated hydrocarbons have been investigated to a less extent. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Sato and Cvetanović 31 and Kajimoto et al. 33 reported the formation of both enols, via an insertion of O͑ 1 D͒ into a C-H bond, and epoxides, via an addition of O͑ 1 D͒ into a C = C double bond, in these reactions. Based on the observed relative product yields, Kajimoto et al. 33 concluded that the epoxide channel occurs more readily than the enol channel. Honma 34 employed laser-induced fluorescence ͑LIF͒ to determine the distributions of rotational and vibrational states of OH produced from the reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ with C 2 H 4 under flow conditions at low pressure and reported bimodal rotational distributions of OH ͑ = 0 and 1͒. Gonzalez et al. 35 reported bimodal rotational distributions for OH ͑ = 0 and 3͒ and unimodal ones for OH ͑ = 1 and 2͒ determined with LIF; they suggested that, in contrast to what was proposed by Kajimoto et al. , 33 the reaction evolves preferentially via insertion of O͑ 1 D͒ into the CϪH bond, yielding internally cold OH through slow decomposition of an enol-type intermediate and internally excited OH by rapid elimination before the relaxation of the internal energy of the intermediate. They proposed also that the production of rotationally cold but vibrationally hot OH ͑ =3͒ occurred via an abstraction channel.
Several experimental [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and theoretical 41, 42 investigations on reactions of O͑ 3 P͒ with aromatic compounds have been reported. Sibener et al. 36 investigated the reaction of O͑ 3 P͒ +C 6 H 6 with crossed-molecular beams and concluded that the initially formed triplet biradical C 6 H 6 O either dea͒ Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic addresses:
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composes to eliminate a hydrogen atom ͓reaction ͑1͔͒ or becomes stabilized likely via a nonradiative transition to the ground state ͑S 0 ͒ manifold of phenol ͓reaction ͑2͔͒, Barry et al. 38 investigated the reaction of a crossedmolecular beam of O͑ 3 P͒ +C 6 H 6 at a collision energy of 16.5 kcal mol −1 and reported little ͑0.8 kcal mol −1 ͒ rotational excitation of the OH product detected by LIF; the results indicate that the reaction might proceed directly via an OϪHϪC collinear transition structure. Theoretical calculations 41, 42 indicated that reactions ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ are major channels, whereas reaction ͑4͒ becomes important at high temperatures with an estimated branching ratio of 50% at 2000 K. Reaction ͑3͒ was predicted to be a minor channel with a yield of Ͻ5% even under flame conditions.
There is no report on the kinetics or dynamics of the reaction O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 . On the basis of the present understanding of reactions of O͑ 3 P͒ with benzene and of O͑ 3 P͒ and O͑ 1 D͒ with alkanes and alkenes, the reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ with benzene is expected to occur more readily than of O͑ 3 P͒ with benzene and to produce both singlet phenol ͑C 6 H 5 OH͒ and benzene epoxide ͑O Ͻ C 6 H 6 ͒ as intermediates, in which "OϽ" in the formula indicates an epoxide structure. The mechanisms established previously for the thermal and photolytic decomposition of phenol might also assist us in understanding the reaction mechanism of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 . 43, 44 In this work, we have investigated the reactions of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 and C 6 D 6 through the determination of translational energy distributions and the branching ratios of various channels, with crossed-molecular beams and by measurements of internal-state distributions and branching ratios of CO and OH with time-resolved Fourier-transform infrared ͑FTIR͒ emission. 45, 46 Reactions ͑5a͒ and ͑5b͒ produce CO as a primary product; some C 5 H 6 are stable, listed as reaction ͑5a͒, and some C 5 H 6 might have enough internal energy ͑indi-cated as C 5 H 6 ‫ء‬ ͒ to dissociate further to C 5 H 5 + H, listed as reaction ͑5b͒. Similarly, reaction ͑6a͒ indicates the production of H and stable C 6 H 5 O, whereas reaction ͑6b͒ indicates that energetic C 6 H 5 O ‫ء‬ further decomposes to yield C 5 H 5 + CO. The products of reactions ͑5b͒ and ͑6b͒ are identical, although they are dynamically produced from two distinct reaction paths. We have also performed electronic structure calculations to predict the energetics of the reaction intermediates and transition states on the potential-energy surfaces ͑PES͒ of the O + benzene reaction and used them to predict, with statistical rate calculations, the rate coefficients and branching ratios.
II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Crossed-molecular-beam experiments
As most features of the crossed-molecular-beam apparatus have been described previously, 47 only the relevant part of the experimental setup is described here. An atomic beam of O͑ 1 D͒ was generated upon laser photolysis at 157. A molecular beam of benzene was generated on expanding a premixed sample ͑2% in Ne͒ through a pulsed EvenLavie valve 52 with its head heated to 488 K to diminish formation of clusters. This valve produces a benzene pulse with width of ϳ40 s at the interaction region, hence diminishing significantly the effusive background gases from the beam source. A sharp-edged skimmer ͑Beam Dynamics, diameter of 2 mm͒ served to define the angular divergence of about Ϯ1.8°. Perdeuterated benzene ͑C 6 D 6 , isotopic purity Ͼ99.95%, ACROS͒ was used in D-isotopic experiments. The mean speed of the benzene beam was 1050 m s −1 with a distribution of 5%.
The two reactant beams crossed each other at 90°; the collision energy was tuned to ϳ10 kcal mol −1 upon adjusting the velocity of the O atomic beam. Products scattered from the reaction center traveled 24 cm before being detected with a time-resolved quadrupole mass filter. The housing of the electron-impact ionizer of the mass filter is differentially pumped in three sections to 10 −12 Torr so that the background signal from residual gases and scattered gas is diminished. Velocity distributions of the product were derived from the time-of-flight ͑TOF͒ spectra of the nascent products, recorded with a multichannel scaler ͑EG&G, Turbo MCS͒. The angular distribution of products was measured on rotating the detector. A computer program employs trial distributions of translational energy P͑E T ͒ and angular dispersion P͑͒ of products in the center-of-mass ͑CM͒ frame to simulate the TOF spectra in the laboratory frame using forward convolution. 53 P͑E T ͒ and P͑͒ were adjusted iteratively until a satisfactory fit to the experimental TOF spectra and angular distribution was attained. Instrumental functions used in the program were determined from calibration experiments, including photolysis of O 2 at 157.6 nm and O͑ 1 D͒ + Xe quenching/elastic scattering.
B. Time-resolved IR emission experiments
The apparatus employed to obtain step-scan timeresolved Fourier-transform spectra ͑TR-FTS͒ has been described previously; [54] [55] [56] only a summary is given here. A telescope mildly focused the photolysis beam from a KrF laser ͑248 nm͒ to an area of ϳ6 ϫ 22 mm 2 at the reaction center to yield a fluence of ϳ50 mJ cm −2 . Filters passing either 1700-2800 cm −1 ͑for the detection of CO͒ or 2840-4000 cm −1 ͑for the detection of OH͒ were employed to minimize the number of scan steps. The transient signal from an InSb detector with a rise time of 0.7 s was preamplified with a gain factor of 10 5 V A −1 ͑EG&G Judson, PA9-50, 1.5 MHz bandwidth͒, followed by further amplification with a factor of 500 ͑bandwidth of 1 MHz͒ before being digitized with an internal data-acquisition board ͑16 bits͒ at a resolution of 5 s. Data were typically averaged over 60 laser pulses at each scan step; 2508 or 4881 scan steps were performed to yield an interferogram resulting in a spectrum with resolution of 1.0 or 0.3 cm −1 for OH and CO detection, respectively. To improve the signal to noise ratio ͑S / N͒ of the spectrum, we averaged six sets of time-resolved spectra under the same experimental conditions to yield satisfactory spectra. The temporal response function of the instrument was determined with a pulsed IR laser beam, as described previously. 57 Ozone ͑O 3 ͒ and C 6 H 6 were injected into the reaction chamber separately; to decrease the collisional quenching of CO 
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The potential-energy diagram for the reaction system O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 is extended from those established previously on the thermal decomposition 43 and the photofragmentation 44 of C 6 H 5 OH based on energies predicted at the highest level of the modified Gaussian-2 method, G2M͑CC5͒. 60 In the G2M calculation, the geometries of reaction intermediates and transition states on the ground electronic surface of C 6 H 5 OH were optimized with the GAUSS-IAN 03 program 61 at the B3LYP/ 6-311G͑d , p͒ level of theory. 62, 63 Calculations of rate coefficients were performed with the VARIFLEX program 64 based on the microcanonical RiceRamsperger-Kassel-Marcus ͑RRKM͒ theory and variational transition-state theory [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] with corrections for Eckart tunneling 71 and multiwell reflection of the reaction flux. 72 The energy increment was fixed at 10 cm −1 in all calculations of sums of states and densities of states that were performed using the modified Beyer-Swinehart algorithm. 73 The component rates were evaluated at the E / J-resolved level and the pressure dependence was treated with calculations based on a one-dimensional master equation using the Boltzmann probability of the reaction complex for the J-distribution. A simple exponential quenching model was employed to calculate the coefficients of collision energy transfer. 74 An average step size of 120 cm −1 for energy transfer per collision ͗⌬E͘ down was employed for the He buffer gas. The Lennard-Jones ͑LJ͒ parameters of buffer gases ͑ / k B = 10.2 K and = 2.56 Å for He͒ and complex ͑ / k B = 450 K and = 4.50 Å, the same as C 6 H 5 OH͒ were taken from the literature. 75 For a barrierless association or decomposition, a fitted Morse function, V͑R͒ = D e ͕1 − exp͓−␤͑R − R e ͔͖͒ 2 , was used in conjunction with an anisotropic potential function to represent the minimumenergy path ͑MEP͒ for variational calculations of rate coefficients.
IV. RESULTS
A. Distribution of product translational energy in crossed beams of O" 1 D… +C 6 H 6
Because both O͑ 1 D͒ and O͑ 3 P͒ atoms react with C 6 H 6 , one important issue in this experimental investigation is to distinguish their individual contribution. As the photolyzed O 2 beam yields O͑ 1 D͒ and O͑ 3 P͒ atoms in equal proportions, we need another O atom source which provides a different ratio of these two atomic states in order to sort out the individual contributions. Photolysis of SO 2 at 193 nm produces O atoms in its 3 P state; the photon energy is insufficient to produce any O͑ 1 D͒ atom within the one-photon limit. With the photolyzed SO 2 source, we found that the reaction O͑ 3 P͒ +C 6 H 6 produced C 6 H 6 O ͓reaction ͑2͔͒ and H+C 6 H 5 O ͓reaction ͑1͔͒ but no detectable CO, C 5 H 6 , or C 5 H 5 products, consistent with the previous results of crossed-molecular beam using a discharge source. 36 The contribution of the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction can then be obtained by subtracting the O͑ 3 P͒ contribution obtained with the photolyzed SO 2 beam from the results obtained with the photolyzed O 2 beam. We deliberately tuned the velocities of both O atom sources to be similar and quantified their relative intensities with the 70 eV electron-impact ionizer by assuming that the ionization cross sections of O͑ 1 D͒ and O͑ 3 P͒ are about equal.
Although reactions ͑1͒ and ͑6a͒ yield the same C 6 H 5 O + H products, we found that the reactivity of O͑ 1 D͒ is at least five times that of O͑ 3 P͒ for the formation of C 6 H 5 O. Therefore, the error from this subtraction process is small for reaction ͑6a͒. Furthermore, the C 6 H 6 O product from reaction ͑2͒ is unique for having a zero recoil velocity and hence, can be easily separated from the products of the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction. The CO formation channels from the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction is unaffected by the O͑ 3 P͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction due to its negligible contribution. In the following, we focus our discussions on the data which have been adequately corrected to represent the products from the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction.
As formation of CO+ C 5 H 6 is expected from the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction, [42] [43] [44] we first searched for a signal of C 5 H 6 . TOF spectra of mass 66 at three representative laboratory angles are shown in frames ͑a͒Ϫ͑c͒ of Fig. 1 ; in these spectra three components are observed ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. The two slower components ͑designated as ␤ and ␥͒ arise from the naturally abundant 13 C-isotopic C 5 H 5 + . As the signals at mass 65 ͑C 5 H 5 + ͒ are much larger than those at mass 66, this 13 C 12 C 4 H 5 + signal has intensity comparable to that of 12 C 5 H 6 + . After subtraction of the contribution from the 13 C isotope, only the most rapid component ͑designated as ␣͒ remains, which we adopted to be due to channel ͑5a͒. To ensure the validity of the subtraction for the 13 C-species, we also performed the experiment O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 , in which there is no such isotopic contamination. The distribution of kinetic energy at mass 72 ͑C 5 D 6 + ͒ is nearly identical to that of the rapid component at mass 66 in the experiment of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 . Frames ͑d͒Ϫ͑f͒ of Fig. 1 show the signals at mass 65 observed in the experiments of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 . The signal might arise from three possible sources: ͑1͒ reactions ͑5b͒ and ͑6b͒ to produce CO+ C 5 H 5 +H, ͑2͒ the daughter ion of C 5 H 6 that was produced from reaction ͑5a͒, and ͑3͒ the daughter ion of C 6 H 5 O that was produced from reaction ͑6a͒. Figure 2 shows the Newton diagram for the observed products of reactions ͑5a͒, ͑6a͒, ͑5b͒, and ͑6b͒. The Newton circle of C 6 H 5 O is expected to be small because the H atom coproduct carries away almost 99% of the total translational energy. The component ␥ at mass 65 ͓Fig. 1͑f͔͒ has almost identical TOF and angular distributions to those for the signal at mass 93 ͑C 6 H 5 O + ͒. A comparison of their angular distributions in the laboratory frame is shown in Fig. 3 . The The second possible source of mass 65, the daughter ion of C 5 H 6 , can contribute only slightly to the signal because the TOF spectra of those two masses are disparate. Here only a minor portion of signals at mass 65 ͓designated as ␣ in Figs. 1͑d͒-1͑f͔͒ is attributed to the daughter ion of C 5 H 6 . The relative contribution of component ␣ is obtainable from the momentum-matched CO coproduct ͑see discussion below͒. After considering two of the three possible sources for the observed C 5 H 5 + TOF spectra, the most reasonable assignment for the remaining ␤ component is a product from channels ͑5b͒ and ͑6b͒.
According to quantum-chemical calculations ͑discussed below͒, 1,3-cyclopentadiene is the most likely isomer for the C 5 H 6 product. The ionization energy of this species is 8.57 eV and the threshold for its dissociative ionization to form C 5 H 5 + + H is 12.62 eV, 76 indicating that ion C 5 H 6 + is quite stable; about 93 kcal mol −1 is required to break a C-H bond of C 5 H 6 + . If 1,3-cyclopentadiene were produced, then there would be no difficulty in observing its parent ion with the electron-impact detector. 77 The fact that the proportion of C 5 H 6 + observed was much smaller than that of C 5 H 5 + suggests that channels ͑5b͒ and ͑6b͒ dominate over channel ͑5a͒.
Because the background signal of C 16 O was nonnegligible, it was difficult to investigate CO product directly. Instead, we replaced the 16 O͑ 1 D͒ source with 18 O͑ 1 D͒ and detected directly the C 18 O product at mass 30. As shown in Fig. 4 , two components, ␣Ј and ␤Ј, fit the TOF spectra of the C 18 O product. The signal ␥ was observable only at angles near the CM angle and is attributed to a daughter ion of C 6 H 5 O produced from reaction ͑6a͒. The more rapid component, ␣Ј, is momentum-matched to C 5 H 6 ͑the ␣ component͒ and the slow one, ␤Ј, to C 5 H 5 +H ͑the ␤ component͒. The C 18 O data also indicate that channels ͑5b͒ and ͑6b͒ are dominant. Figure 5 shows the primary P͑E T ͒ used to fit reactions ͑5a͒, ͑5b͒, ͑6b͒, and ͑6a͒. The P͑E T ͒ of channels ͑5a͒, ͑5b͒, and ͑6b͒ fit satisfactorily data from both O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 and O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 experiments; whereas for reasons of resolution, the P͑E T ͒ of channel ͑6a͒ was determined only from the experiment of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 . For the three-fragment channels ͑5b͒ and ͑6b͒, the momentum exerted by the H atom is negligible because of its small mass; we can thus analyze only the momentum-matching condition for C 5 H 5 and CO. Practically high background at m / z = 1 makes detection of the H product unattainable. Nevertheless, we can see from Fig. 10 that there is no reverse barrier for these H atom loss processes. Therefore, the kinetic energy of the H atom product is expected to be small. The momentum of the H atom product would be relatively minor in comparison with those of the C 5 H 5 and CO products. In the analysis, we only used the two masses of C 5 H 5 and CO. That is, the presented P͑E T ͒ for channels ͑5b͒ and ͑6b͒ includes only the translational energies of the C 5 H 5 and CO products, with the small amount of translational energy of the H atom excluded. The P͑͒ for these channels are either isotropic or forwardbackward symmetric, indicating a reaction mechanism associated with an long-lived complex.
It is difficult to investigate the channel for formation of OH from O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 because the background signal from residual H 2 O gas is large; hence, we investigated this channel in the reaction of 18 O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 . A weak 18 OD signal was detected within a limited range of laboratory angles. The TOF spectrum and P͑E T ͒ are shown in Fig. 6 . In these experiments, a slightly different collision energy was used to increase the intensity of the O͑ 1 D͒ beam. As P͑͒ cannot be accurately determined from the limited data, we assumed an isotropic P͑͒ in the preliminary analysis.
B. Infrared emission of CO from the flow experiments
To maintain a feasible condition as nearly collisionless as practicable, we decreased the partial pressure of O 3 and C 6 H 6 while maintaining a satisfactory signal to noise ratio. This ratio for the OH bands is superior to that for CO because a decreased spectral resolution was required for OH and the Einstein coefficients of OH are, in general, greater. Satisfactory spectra of CO were hence obtained on averaging six spectra that were recorded in separate experiments under similar conditions.
We assigned lines of CO based on spectral parameters reported by Ogilvie et al. 78 and employed values of Einstein A coefficients of CO calculated previously. 79, 80 The spectrum exhibits emission of CO with JЈ up to 30 and Ј up to 6. Each vibration-rotational line was normalized with the relative instrument response factors and divided by its respective Einstein coefficient to yield a relative population P ͑JЈ͒. Semilogarithmic plots of P ͑JЈ͒ / ͑2JЈ +1͒ versus JЈ͑JЈ +1͒ for CO ͑Ј =1-6͒ recorded 0 -5 s upon photolysis of O 3 appear in Fig. 7 . Fitted Boltzmann-type rotational distributions of CO, derived from the spectrum recorded in the range of 0 -5 s, yielded rotational temperatures of 1480Ϯ 140, 920Ϯ 100, 860Ϯ 60, 850Ϯ 80, 810Ϯ 90, and 700Ϯ 110 K for Ј=1-6, respectively; unless specified otherwise, listed error limits represent one standard deviation in fitting. An average rotational energy of E r = 1.9Ϯ 0.3 kcal mol −1 was observed for CO ͑ =1-6͒. In our previous work on O͑ 1 D͒ + CO, 79 we observed that rotational quenching of CO is non-negligible under our experimental conditions ͑P CO = 0.058 and P O3 = 0.016 Torr͒ even at 5 s; hence, we fitted the rotational temperature of CO at varied periods upon photolysis to an exponential decay and estimated the nascent rotational temperature to be ͑a͒ Kinetic-energy distribution P͑E T ͒ used to fit channels ͑5a͒ and ͑5b͒ϩ͑6b͒; ͑b͒ P͑E T ͒ used to fit channel ͑6a͒; and ͑c͒ P͑͒ used to fit channels ͑5b͒ and ͑6b͒. Boundaries of the shaded area indicate limits of the distributions which still give acceptable fits to the experimental data. An isotropic angular distribution was used to fit channels ͑5a͒ and ͑6a͒. Table ⌱ and Fig. 8͑a͒ . The average vibrational energy of CO thus derived is E = 8.0Ϯ 0.7 kcal mol −1 . Vibrational quenching is negligible within 5 s; the correction is less than 3%.
C. Infrared emission of OH from the flow experiments
Emission spectra of OH, at a resolution of 1.0 cm −1 , were recorded 0 -5 s after photolysis of O 3 ͑0.097 Torr͒ and C 6 H 6 ͑0.020 Torr͒. Assignments were based on spectral parameters reported by Colin et al. 81 The spectrum exhibits emission from OH with values of KЈ up to 9 and Ј up to 3. Each vibration-rotational line in the P branch was analyzed to yield a relative population P ͑KЈ͒, using Einstein coefficients reported by Holtzclaw et al. 82 Semilogarithmic plots of P ͑KЈ͒ / ͑2KЈ +1͒ versus KЈ͑KЈ +1͒ for OH ͑ =1-3͒ recorded 0 -5 s after photolysis of O 3 are shown in Fig. 9 . There is a negligible variation in the population of OH for the two spin-orbit components. Fitted rotational distributions of Boltzmann type for the P1 and P2 branches of OH ͑Ј =1-3͒ yield rotational temperatures of 660Ϯ 20, 570Ϯ 20 and 690Ϯ 40 K, as listed in Table I . An average rotational energy of E r = 1.5Ϯ 0.2 kcal mol −1 for OH ͑ =1-3͒ observed 0 -5 s after photolysis is derived. Based on the derived rotational temperatures of OH ͑ =1-2͒ as a function of reaction periods, we estimated the average nascent rotational temperatures to be 680Ϯ 10 and 610Ϯ 10 K for OH ͑ =1͒ and OH ͑ =2͒, respectively. The nascent average rotational energy of OH is thus E r = 1.6Ϯ 0.3 kcal mol −1 . The relative vibrational population of OH was derived to be ͑ =1͒ : ͑ =2͒ : ͑ =3͒ = 60.6: 30.9: 8.5, corresponding to a vibrational temperature of 4830Ϯ 230 K. Assuming a Boltzmann distribution, we estimated the population of = 0 to be 3.2Ϯ 0.3 times that of = 1. The vibrational distribution of OH normalized for =0-3 is thus ͑ =0͒ : ͑ =1͒ : ͑ =2͒ : ͑ =3͒ = 66.1: 20.6: 10.5: 2.9, as shown in Table ⌱ and Fig. 8͑b͒ . The average vibrational energy of OH thus derived is E = 5.0Ϯ 1.0 kcal mol −1 .
D. Branching ratios and their D-isotopic effect
We searched for the HCO signal in the crossed-beam experiments but detected no signal at mass 31 ͑HC 18 O + ͒. Because the background at this mass is small and the HCO + ion is stable, any neutral HCO product, if formed, is hence detectable as HCO + ; we concluded that the channel yielding HCO is negligible.
We assumed similar detection efficiencies of C 5 H 6 and C 5 H 5 in the electron-impact ionization/detection and determined the branching ratio of channels ͑5a͒/͓͑5b͒ϩ͑6b͔͒ by analyzing the TOF spectra of C 5 H 6 + and C 5 H 5 + , together with their daughter ions down to C 5 + . Daughter ions smaller than C 5 + are expected to have negligible contributions as the C 5 -ring is quite stable. The Jacobian factor in the transformation from a laboratory frame to the CM frame is included in the analysis. For O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 and O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 reactions, the branching ratios of channels ͑5a͒/͓͑5b͒ϩ͑6b͔͒ were determined to be 0.12Ϯ 0.03 and 0.13Ϯ 0.02, respectively. A similar procedure is applicable to channel ͑6a͒, for which the branching ratio of channels ͑6a͒/͓͑5b͒ϩ͑6b͔͒ was deduced to be 0.38Ϯ 0.06 for the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 reaction. The large mass ratio of the products limits the resolution of P͑E T ͒ for channels ͑6a͒ and ͑6b͒; the error bar of this branching ratio is consequently larger. Only a weak 18 OD signal was detected from 18 O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 within a limited range of laboratory angles. As no OD signal was detected from the reaction with the O͑ 3 P͒ source from SO 2 photolysis, we can exclude the possibility that the 18 OD signal arises from the reaction of 18 O͑ 3 P͒; we conclude that the formation of 18 OD is minor, with a branching ratio of Ͻ0.1.
The relative branching ratios of the channels to form CO and OH were also determined with TR-FTS on summing the total populations of the products, including estimates of = 0. Care was taken to correct the small background signal of OH measured when no C 6 H 6 was added; the signal might result from reactions of O͑ 1 D͒ with background H 2 O and trace hydrocarbons in the system. After correction for this interference, the ratio of ͓CO͔/͓OH͔ was derived to be 2.1Ϯ 0.2.
In the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 experiment, IR emission of CO but not OD was detected. The signal to noise ratio of CO emission in this experiment was ϳ4.2. Although accurate Einstein coefficients of OD are unavailable, we estimated these based on the theory that they are proportional to the cube of frequency and to the square of the matrix element 83 Assuming roughly ͱ 2 as the ratio of reduced masses of OD and OH, the matrix elements for ⌬ = 1 transitions of OH and OD have a ratio of 1 / ͱ 2, and the frequency factor ratio is approximately ͑1 / ͱ 2͒ 3 . The maximal Einstein coefficient of OD is hence ϳ18% those of OH, which are, in turn, ϳ7% those of CO. The signal to noise ratio ͑S / N͒ for OH in our experiments with O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 was about 15; hence, we expect that, under similar conditions, this ratio for OD in the reaction O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 to be about 2.7 if the same amount of OD were produced. The fact that we observed no detectable emission of OD ͑S / N Ͻ 2͒ indicates that there is a substantial deuterium isotopic effect with ͓OH͔ / ͓OD͔ Ͼ 1.4, that is, ͓CO͔ / ͓OD͔ Ͼ 2.9 in the reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 .
E. PES for the reaction
The predicted potential-energy diagram and some important intermediate structures are presented in Fig. 10 ; all symbols given in the figure are identical to those given previously for the decomposition of phenol. 43, 44 New product channels characterized by M9, TS16, TS17, M10, and TS18 are added into this figure. The uncertainties of the calculated enthalpy of reaction are estimated to be about Ϯ3 kcal mol −1 when we compare the calculated values with known experimental results. As the mechanism for the unimolecular decomposition of C 6 H 5 OH, a key intermediate in the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction, has been previously discussed in detail, 43, 44 our discussion of the present system focuses on the initial bimolecular processes and the isomerization of the excited intermediate to C 6 H 5 OH.
The geometric parameters of various new intermediates and transition states are available from the Electronic Physics Auxiliary Publication Service ͑EPAPS͒. 84 The reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ with C 6 H 6 can occur along two distinct paths-an addition to one C = C bond to give benzene oxide ͑M5͒ and a direct H abstraction ͑via TS18͒ to give OH and C 6 H 5 . Our repeated searches for the CϪH insertion product C 6 H 5 OH always resulted in the ring-addition intermediate M5. This addition reaction to produce M5 occurs with no barrier and is exothermic by 106.8 kcal mol −1 . The barrierless path of minimum energy ͑MEP͒, calculated with the B3LYP/ 6-311G͑d , p͒ method by manually stretching the length of bond OϪC from 1.4 Å at M5 to 4.6 Å, corresponding to a structure asymptotic to the reactants, is presented well by the Morse function, V͑R O-C ͒ = 108.8 ͕1 − exp͓−1.949͑R O-C − 1.400͔͖͒ 2 kcal mol −1 , in which R O-C in unit of angstroms denotes one of the two stretching O¯C 6 H 6 isosceles bonds. The MEP was employed to evaluate the branching ratio for production of CO relative to OH, to be discussed later.
Benzene oxide ͑M5͒ can isomerize to 2,4-cyclohexadienone ͑M1͒ or oxepin ͑M6͒ via transition states TS11 ͑−65.7 kcal mol −1 relative to the reactants͒ or TS12 ͑−100.2 kcal mol −1 ͒, respectively. The latter ringenlargement isomerization with a small barrier of 6.6 kcal mol −1 apparently occurs more readily. The former concerted isomerization reaction via TS11 has a large barrier because it involves both CϪO bond breaking and H migration. Further isomerization from M6 to M9 is, however, more difficult than those from M1 to M2, M3, and C 6 H 5 OH because the energy of TS16 ͑−36.8 kcal mol −1 ͒ is much greater than those of TS4 ͑−95.1 kcal mol −1 ͒, TS6 ͑−89.8 kcal mol −1 ͒, and TS3 ͑−80.4 kcal mol −1 ͒. The dominant reaction channels are hence predicted to be the isomerization/decomposition paths through M1, as in the case of the thermal and photolytic decomposition reactions studied previously; 43, 44 the reaction channel from M6 to M9 via TS16 is expected to be kinetically noncompetitive in the reaction O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 . As discussed previously, 43, 44 M1 can decompose to form C 5 H 6 + CO via two channels: one through M2 and TS5 and the other through M3, TS13, M7, and TS14. Although the barrier for M1 to form M2 via TS4 has an energy of 5.3 kcal mol −1 less than that for M1 to form M3 via TS6, the latter channel is predicted to be dominant because, in the product outlet, the energy of transition state TS5 is 10.3 kcal mol −1 greater than that of TS14. The transition state TS3 for isomerization of M1 to phenol ͑C 6 H 5 OH͒ has energy greater than those of TS6 and TS4 by 9.4 and 14.7 kcal mol −1 , respectively. Furthermore, transition states TS2 and TS1 for the decomposition channels of C 6 H 5 OH also have energies greater than those of transition states Average rotational temperature for P1 and P2 branches.
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Dynamics of the O͑TS14 and TS5. In addition to these channels, M1 might also decompose to form C 6 H 5 O + H via a loose variational transition state with the dissociation energy of 73.0 kcal mol −1 . Similarly, C 6 H 5 OH might decompose to form C 6 H 5 O+H and, to a lesser extent, C 6 H 5 + OH, via loose transition states. Nevertheless, to estimate the rate coefficients for production of H and OH, we computed the MEP of both M1 → C 6 H 5 O + H and C 6 H 5 OH→ C 6 H 5 + OH at the B3LYP/ 6-311G͑d , p͒ level of theory; they are described with Morse functions V͑R C-H ͒ = 80.4͕1 − exp͓−4.68͑R C-H − 1.35͔͖͒ 2 kcal mol −1 and V͑R C-O ͒ = 117.1͕1 − exp͓−2.413͑R C-O − 1.467͔͖͒ 2 kcal mol −1 , respectively. Further decomposition of C 6 H 5 O to C 5 H 5 and CO involves a large potential barrier of 50.9 kcal mol −1 via a three-step isomerization, which was discussed in detail by Liu et al. 85 The elimination of H from C 5 H 6 involves a loose transition state that is endothermic by 83.3 kcal mol −1 , as shown in Fig. 10 . Because the fragments C 5 H 6 + CO+ H have less energy than the reactants by 43.6 kcal mol −1 , this decomposition is expected to occur more readily than the decomposition of C 6 H 5 O.
The direct H abstraction occurs via transition state TS18 to form a hydrogen-bonded complex, O¯HC 6 H 5 ͑M10͒. These structures were optimized with various methods, BH&HLYP, MP2, and CAS͑8,8͒ ͑Ref. 86͒ using the 6-311G͑d , p͒ basis set. The B3LYP method failed to locate either M10 or TS18, which is predicted to have C s symmetry with an imaginary wavenumber of 730i cm −1 at BH&HLYP, 1989i cm −1 at MP2, and 4789i cm −1 at CAS͑8,8͒. In TS18, the breaking CϪH bond is predicted to have lengths of 1.18, 1.23, and 1.21 Å, and the evolving OϪH bond to have lengths of 1.22, 1.24, and 1.28 Å, respectively, at the BH&HLYP, MP2, and CAS͑8,8͒ levels. In M10, the O¯HC 6 H 5 bond is predicted to have a length of 2.80 Å at the BH&HLYP level and 3.06 Å at the CAS͑8,8͒ level. These critical geometric parameters are similar to those of the hydrogen-abstraction channel in the reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 2 H 6 reported by Sun et al. 28 The energies of M10 and TS18 have been refined by the CIPT2 method 87 based on the geometric parameters optimized at the CAS͑8,8͒ / 6-311G͑d , p͒ level. To evaluate the energy relative to the reactants, we calculated the energy of the supermolecule ͑O¯HC 6 H 5 ͒ with a separation of 25 Å between the two fragments, C 6 H 6 and O͑ 1 D͒. The results show that M10 and TS18 lie at −2.7 and −0.2 kcal mol −1 , respectively, relative to the reactants at the CIPT2 level. At the same level of theory, another supermolecule ͑OH¯C 6 H 5 ͒ with the separation of 25 Å between two radicals C 6 H 5 and OH, approximately considered to be the C 6 H 5 + OH products, was calculated to lie at −36.6 kcal mol −1 , 0.9 kcal mol −1 less than that calculated with the G2M method. These results were employed for calculations of the relative product yields of the reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 . Reaction ͑7͒ is insufficiently exothermic for secondary dissociation to occur; as predicted at the G2M level, C 6 H 5 → H+C 6 H 4 requires an activation energy of 77 kcal mol −1 .
V. DISCUSSION
A. Reaction channels and thermal rate coefficients
For the channel to form CO from the thermal decomposition of C 6 H 5 OH, the rate coefficients determined with a flow tube 88 and a shock tube 89 are quantitatively accounted for with the following paths: 
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The dynamics of formation of CO in the photofragmentation of C 6 H 5 OH at 248 or 193 nm is consistent with this mechanism. 44 In the photofragmentation of C 6 H 5 OH, additional product channels producing C 6 H 5 O + H and H 2 O ͑at 193 nm only͒ were detected.
The reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 is expected to occur primarily via routes of two types: ͑1͒ a low-energy path via M1, followed by isomerization/decomposition to produce C 5 H 6 + CO, C 6 H 5 O + H, and C 6 H 5 + OH, and ͑2͒ an abstraction path via M10 to produce C 6 H 5 + OH.
As discussed in Sec. IV E, the major channel for production of OH is the direct abstraction ͓reaction ͑12͔͒, rather than the addition/decomposition in reaction ͑11b͒. For the formation of CO via channels ͑11c͒ and ͑11d͒, the latter is dominant because the energy of TS14 is predicted to be less than that of TS5 by 9.7 kcal mol −1 ; at 300 K, k ͑11d͒ is about five to six times k ͑11c͒ , whereas at 1400 K, the ratio decreases to 2.
The rate coefficients for various channels under lowpressure conditions were calculated with the RRKM theory and variational transition-state theory with the VARIFLEX code of Klippenstein et al. 64 The pressure dependence of the individual and total thermal rate coefficients for the formation of CO, H, and OH at 300 K over diverse pressures using He as a bath gas are shown in Fig. 11 . The total rate coefficient is independent of pressure below 1000 atm. The individual rate coefficients k͑CO͒, k͑H͒, and k͑OH͒, in which the reaction product is shown in parentheses, remain nearly constant under pressures less than ϳ600 Torr; experimental conditions in this work are thus at the low-pressure limit. 
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is about one-tenth that of k͑CO͒ and k͑H͒. k͑M1͒ makes a negligible contribution to the total rate coefficient under our experimental conditions. Individual branching ratios are given in Fig. 12͑b͒ . As the temperature increases, the yield of CO decreases whereas that of H increases; the branching ratio of OH remains small even at high temperatures.
B. Channels to produce CO
As multistep isomerization is required to form CO, a protracted duration and an approximately statistical distribution of energy are expected, consistent with the experimental observations. CO was observed in the crossed-molecularbeam experiment to be a major product, but the expected counterproduct C 5 H 6 tends to decompose further to C 5 H 5 +H ͓reaction ͑5b͔͒. Similarly, some C 6 H 5 O produced with internal energy exceeding the dissociation barrier ͑for TS 19͒ might decompose further to C 5 H 5 and CO ͓reaction ͑6b͔͒. The three-fragment channel, C 5 H 5 + CO+ H, is exothermic by 43.6 kcal mol −1 , but there is a barrier for the secondary process C 6 H 5 O ‫ء‬ → C 5 H 5 + CO. For channel ͑6a͒, the primary H product carries no internal energy and the primary translational energy release is expected to be small because there is no reverse barrier for the formation of C 6 H 5 O + H. At this point, it is difficult to estimate the branching ratio between reactions ͑5b͒ and ͑6b͒ from these experiments.
In TR-FTS experiments, nascent rotational temperatures of 1890Ϯ 120, 1180Ϯ 110, 1090Ϯ 90, 1040Ϯ 70, and 1000Ϯ 80 K for CO ͑ =1͒ to CO ͑ =5͒ were derived; the rotational temperature of CO ͑ =1͒ appears to be greater than the rotational temperatures of CO ͑ =2-5͒. One possibility is that CO produced from reaction ͑6b͒ is populated only at = 0 and 1 because of the smaller exothermicity and large barrier; the greater rotational temperature for CO produced in this channel might be related to the geometry of the transition state. The torque angle of TS19 ͑ϳ56°͒ is much larger than that of TS14 ͑ϳ13°͒; it is therefore expected that the CO produced from channel ͑6b͒ would have a greater rotational excitation than that from channels ͑5a͒ and ͑5b͒, (a)
Log (k / cm 44 In the present work on O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 , the CO product shows less rotational excitation ͑2.4Ϯ 0.4 kcal mol −1 ͒ but greater vibrational excitation ͑8.0Ϯ 0.7 kcal mol −1 ͒. A separate phase space might be sampled for these two photolytic and bimolecular processes, even though they might be expected to proceed across the same PES.
C. Channels to produce OH
Most OH is produced via a direct abstraction; the behavior from a single channel is expected. In TR-FTS experiments, nascent rotational temperatures of OH were determined to be 680Ϯ 10 and 610Ϯ 10 K for OH ͑ =1-2͒, respectively.
The OϪH bond length in transition state TS18 is 1.279 Å, and the angle CϪHϪO is almost linear. The small torque angle in the transition state implies little rotational excitation of OH, consistent with our observation of average rotational energy of only 1.6Ϯ 0.3 kcal mol −1 . The OϪH bond length in TS18, which is much elongated relative to the value of 0.97 Å for diatomic OH, indicates that the OH product might be highly vibrationally excited, consistent with our observation of population of OH up to = 3 with a vibrational energy of ϳ29 kcal mol −1 . The observed average vibrational energy of OH, 5.0Ϯ 1.0 kcal mol −1 , is 10.7% of the total available energy. This fraction is large if one considers the complexity of the counterproduct C 6 H 5 .
D. Branching ratios and D-isotopic effect
The microcanonical rate coefficients k and the branching ratios ␣ for the formation of various products are shown in Fig. 13͑a͒ , with k H ͑E͒ Ͼ k CO ͑E͒ Ͼ k OH-͑12͒ ͑E͒ Ͼ k OH-͑11b͒ ͑E͒; the latter two correspond to the formation of OH via reactions ͑11b͒ and ͑12͒, respectively. These rate coefficients take no account of secondary dissociation channels. Reactions ͑11c͒ and ͑11d͒ hence correspond to reactions ͑5a͒ and ͑5b͒, reaction ͑11a͒ corresponds to reactions ͑6a͒ and ͑6b͒, whereas reactions ͑11b͒ and ͑12͒ correspond to reaction ͑7͒.
As the excitation energy of the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction increases from 5 to 40 kcal mol −1 , the branching ratio ␣͑H͒ increases slightly from 0.54 to 0.60, ␣͑OH͒ increases from 0.07 to 0.19, whereas ␣͑CO͒ decreases from 0.39 to 0.21, as indicated in Fig. 13͑b͒ . The reaction system O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 shows a substantial deuterium kinetic isotopic effect; k CO ͑E͒ and k OH ͑E͒ increase whereas k H ͑E͒ becomes smaller upon deuteration of C 6 H 6 .
In the beam experiments, the observed branching ratio for production of OD from O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 is less than 0.1, consistent with the predicted branching ratio 0.04 at E = 10 kcal mol −1 ͓Fig. 13͑b͔͒. Because of secondary decompositions, it is difficult to make a direct comparison between the calculated and experimental branching ratios for the H and CO channels.
As the energy increases from 5 to 40 kcal mol −1 , k CO ͑E͒ / k OH ͑E͒ decreases from 5.27 to 1.13 and k CO ͑E͒ / k OD ͑E͒ decreases from 15.37 to 2.85; the ratios for the reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 are 2.9-2.5 times greater than those for O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 . At an energy of 10.2 kcal mol −1 , the kinetic energy of O͑ 1 D͒ with respect to the CM upon photolysis of O 3 at 248 nm, ␣͑CO͒ : ␣͑OH͒ = 0.35: 0.08= 4.3, agrees qualitatively with the experimental value of ␣͑CO͒ / ␣͑OH͒ = 2.1Ϯ 0.2 determined with TR-FTS. Some observed CO might be produced via reaction ͑6b͒, involving secondary dissociation of C 6 H 5 O but the proportion is expected to be small, and likely a major part has been taken into account in performing the extrapolation of the populations to CO ͑ =0͒.
For the reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 , the ratio ␣͑CO͒ : ␣͑OD͒ is predicted to be 0.55:0.04 at an energy of 10.2 kcal mol −1 ; the ratio of ␣͑CO͒ / ␣͑OD͒ is ϳ2.9 times that of ␣͑CO͒ / ␣͑OH͒ in the reaction of O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 . Our experimental observation of an isotopic ratio ␣͑OH͒ / ␣͑OD͒ Ͼ 1.4 is consistent with this result. According to our calculations, the ratio k OH ͑E͒ / k OD ͑E͒ for the hydrogen abstraction is predicted to be about 2.1 in the energy range from 5 to 40 kcal mol −1 , as expected from the deuterium isotopic effect. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The reaction between O͑ 1 D͒ and C 6 H 6 was investigated with crossed-molecular-beam reactive scattering and timeresolved Fourier-transform infrared emission experiments. The mechanism of the reaction may be understood by considering the energetics of the intermediate species and transition states calculated at the G2M͑CC5͒ level of theory for the PES of the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 reaction. The major channel is the formation of the three fragments CO+ C 5 H 5 + H; channels for formation of C 5 H 6 + CO, C 6 H 5 O + H, and OH+ C 6 H 5 are minor. The angular distributions for formation of CO and H indicate a mechanism involving a long-lived collision complex. The CO product from the C 5 H 6 + CO channel might have much vibrational but little rotational excitation, whereas that from the secondary decomposition of C 6 H 5 O might populate up to only = 1 with greater rotational excitation. The small rotational excitation for the OH ͑ Յ 3͒ product and the deuterium isotopic effect is consistent with a H-abstraction mechanism rather than insertion, followed by scission of the CO bond. Based on infrared emission experiments, the branching ratio of ͓CO͔/͓OH͔ is ϳ2.1Ϯ 0.4 for O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 H 6 and ͓CO͔/͓OD͔ is greater than 2.9 for the O͑ 1 D͒ +C 6 D 6 reaction. From molecular-beam experiments the branching ratios of ͓CO+ stable C 5 H 6 ͔/͓CO from the three-fragment channel͔ ϭ0.12Ϯ0.03 and ͓D + stable C 6 H 5 O͔ / ͓D from the threefragment channel͔ ϭ0.38Ϯ0.06 are derived. Because of the limitation of each method, absolute values of the branching ratios cannot be derived, but the relative values are consistent with theoretical predictions.
